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Abstract. The hydroforming method is especially used for forming lightweight materials like aluminum, magnesium
alloys, high strength steels or materials that have limited formability. Intensifiers are the most important component
of hydroforming presses. Nowadays single-acting intensifiers are used in hydroforming presses. Single-acting
intensifiers provide pressurized liquid by forwarding movement of the piston through one direction and their volumes
are limited. The mass of the intensifiers increases significantly depending on their liquid volume capacity and this
causes high manufacturing costs. For this reason, two or more single-acting intensifiers which bridged in a parallel
circuit are used to manufacture bigger products that require a high volume of liquid. But this method is not an
economical solution. So double-acting intensifiers can overcome this problem. The pressurized liquid can be obtained
during both forward and backward movement of the piston in double-acting intensifiers which work like a pump. This
is why double-acting intensifiers have no volume limit on the contrary of single-acting intensifiers. Yet there are
sudden pressure drops in double-acting intensifiers caused by returning movements of the piston to pressurize liquid
again. This pressure drops cause some problems to use double-acting intensifiers on hydroforming method. The
situation of solving this problem to use double-acting intensifiers on the hydroforming method can eliminate limited
volume problem and decrease investment cost of hydroforming presses. In this study, the usability of double-acting
intensifiers on hydroforming with die method was investigated. Because of the existing hydroforming press, used in
experiments, doesn’t contain any double-acting intensifiers, pressure drops obtained by single-acting intensifier to
perform simulated experiment. A die was designed and manufactured to synchronize the blank holder force with
pressure drops. This die was integrated on the hydroforming press, located on Selcuk University Hydroforming
Laboratory, for the success of the process. Performance of improved system was measured as well as repeatability of
applying process parameters and product’s geometry were determined. The AA5754 aluminum alloy used processes,
both single- and double-acting intensifier, were compared. Limiting drawing ratios were determined for all processes.
It is obtained that pressure drops have no negative influence on formability. Moreover, there is no difference observed
in thickness distribution which is an indicator of product’s quality and strength. However, when geometric accuracy
was investigated then noticed that the pressure drops count has a good influence on product radius. 5.96 mm product
radiuses on the process with single-acting intensifier was obtained 5.92 and 5.10 mm by using double-acting
intensifier increasing pressure drop’s frequency.

1 Introduction
The hydroforming method widely used, in developed
countries today, as an alternative to conventional sheet
stretching and deep drawing processes. The process is
also used in mass production of automotive, white goods
and plate heat exchanger due to the low cost and other
advantages. Although the forming process in
conventional methods is performed between a female and
male die, only one of these dies is used in hydroforming
method. High fluid pressure takes the other die’s place
and thus provides a possibility of flexible forming. By
this method, in addition to manufacture of more complex
parts, the quality of the final product is better compared
to conventional method.

In the hydroforming process, very high pressure is
required during the production. For this reason, the
pressure intensifier (PI) which provides the necessary
high pressure is the most important element of
hydroforming presses. The fluid volume required for
forming varies directly proportional with the volume of
the workpiece. The volume of fluid required for forming
is one of the important criteria for hydroforming presses
and acts directly on the manufacturability of the part.
Depending on the fluid volume capacity the mass of
intensifier increases significantly. This leads to the
increased cost of production of the single acting pressure
intensifiers (SAPI) used in the hydroforming process
(Figure 1).
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characteristic (count, slope etc.) will affect the
workpiece’s quality and limiting drawing ratio (LDR).

Figure 1. Single acting pressure intensifier

Nowadays SAPIs are used in the hydroforming
presses. The volume of the SAPI is constant and ensures
the pressure with the move of the piston in one direction.
This means that when the piston reaches the end of its
stroke it cannot provide pressure anymore. Therefore,
producing workpieces requiring a greater volume than the
volume provided by the SAPI is not possible (Figure 2).
For the workpieces that require large volumes, the
fixed-volume SAPI are connected parallel to get the
required volumes. But taking into account the costs
depending on the size, weight and quantity of the SAPI
this method does not seem as an economic solution.

Figure 4. Pressure drops in DAPI

2 Material and methods
In this study, AA5754 (Al-Mg Alloy, thickness: 0.6 mm)
was used due to frequency of occurrence in construction,
marine and especially automotive industry for its strength,
excellent corrosion resistance, high-toughness and good
weldability (Table 1).

Table 1 AA5754's chemical components

%
Cu
0.
037
Figure 2. Semi-formed part of workpiece when using SAPI in
hydroforming

%
Mg
2.
79

%
Mn
0.
28

%
Fe
0.
269

%
Si
0.
17

%
Zn
0.
063

%
Ti
0.
012

%
Cr
0.
036

%
Al
96.
29

Dies were designed for Sheet Hydroforming with Die
(SHF-D) process compatible with hydroforming press in
Selcuk University. Design fundamental like sealing, dies
connection to the hydroforming press, evacuation of
pressurized liquid, etc. is considered in design stage.
Using DAPI in SHF-D requires high accuracy on
control of Blank Holder Force (BHF) that must be
synchronize with pressure. BHF is one of the most
important parameter in hydroforming. Basically BHF
claims of responsibility for two thing and compute with
those two component force. The first one is clamping
force that keep dies close during process. It prevents
pressure decrease and keep forming on. And the second
one is net BHF that prevent wrinkling for successful
workpiece. But pressure drops are hard to define where it
will or when it will and that makes controlling BHF is
nearly impossible with electro-hydraulic systems.
In this study an apparatus designed for providing
those clamping force and net BHF mechanically.
Clamping force affected by pressure and the area that
pressurized liquid applied. This pressurized volume
connected under blank holder and container by hydraulic
transmission line for apply clamping force to keep dies
close shown as Figure 5. In this way the clamping force
created by pressure balance with transmitted pressurized
liquid opposite side of pressurized volume that create

It may be able to overcome this problem with doubleacting pressure intensifiers (DAPI). In the double-acting
(continuous flow) pressure intensifiers, of which the
operating principle is given in Figure 3, pressure can be
achieved by both forward and backward movement of the
piston. Therefore, unlike the fixed-volume SAPIs, there is
no limit for the fluid volume to be provided by DAPIs.

Figure 3. Double-acting pressure intensifiers

In the DAPIs sudden pressure drops occur during the
back movement of the piston, as shown in Figure 4.
These decreases directly affect the blank holder force
which is one of the most important parameters of the
hydroforming method. Therefore, it will be quite difficult
to control the blank holder force which is changing with
the pressure. Also those pressure drops and it’s
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clamping force first place. Downside pressured volume’s
sealing provided by O-rings.

To better understand the effect of the pressure drops
count on the workpiece, it was decided to repeat the
experiments, taking 10 drops instead of five pressure
drops shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The workpieces
produced using SAPI and DAPI were compared in terms
of formability, thickness distribution, geometric accuracy
and surface roughness.

Figure 5. Apparatus for providing net BHF mechanically not
affected by the pressure of liquid

Cylindrical parts were used in the experiments to find
LDR and make easier to compare the results.

Figure 8 DAPI, 10 pressure drop; BHF, Input and output of
pressure

3 Results and discussions
In order to determine which process is suitable for
manufacturing and to decide on the usability of the
DAPIs, the produced parts must be compared in terms of
formability, thickness distribution and geometric
accuracy.
LDR, which is indicator of the formability in sheet
forming process and ratio of the primitive diameter to
workpieces diameter, is used to compare formability in
this study. Limiting drawing ratios were determined using
optimum profiles for each process by manufacturing five
workpieces. Taking these results into consideration, it has
been observed that the pressure drops, which is a
characteristic feature of the DAPI, is not affect
formability.
It can be seen that the same sheet diameter in the
processes applied and the process which causes less
thinning in the sheet when using the same dies both
increases the formability and the produced parts are
farther away than the damage. The thickness distributions
do not have superiorities to each other in all three
processes. It has been determined that the maximum
thinning at all processes is 18%.
Optical scans were made for all three processes in
order to determine their geometrical accuracy. When the
processes are compared within themselves, the part
profiles coincide with each other and can be produced
with 0.68% dimensional error. As the number of pressure
drops increases, the radius of the part improves and SAPI,
DAPI 5 drops and DAPI 10 drops process radiuses were
determined as 5.96, 5.92 and 5.10 mm respectively.

Figure 6 SAPI; BHF, Input and output of pressure

The process used for the SAPI was first loaded into
the pressure curve system in a linear manner from 0 to
200 bar as seen in Figure 6 (DAPI Presure input).
However, the pressure exerted by the hydroforming press
may increase as much as the resistance of the sample to
shape during processing. For this reason, the loading
curve is formed as in the "DAPI Presure output" curve.
This curve was confirmed by 3 repeated experiments and
the BHF values were determined according to this curve.
This change has greatly increased the success rate of the
experiments.

4 Conclusion
In this study, the usability of DAPIs were investigated in
SHF-D process. An apparatus developed and

Figure 7 DAPI, 5 pressure drop; BHF, Input and output of
pressure
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manufactured that applying BHF synchronized with
pressure by mechanically to form AA5754 material. The
produced parts are compared to see the advantages and
disadvantages of the processes.
The following results were obtained from
experimental studies.

5.

6.

xThe developed dies can apply the BHF depending
on the pressure changes and play an active role
in the success of the experiments.
xObtained LDRs were found to be same for all
processes and pressure drops are not affect
formability.
xThe thickness distributions gave the same results in
both processes and the maximum thinning was
found to be 18% in radius regions.

7.

xThe radius of the part improves and SAPI, DAPI 5
drops and DAPI 10 drops process radiuses were
determined as 5.96, 5.92 and 5.10 mm
respectively.
It has been found that press capacity can be
reduced ~ 34% in order to obtain parts having
the same radius by using DAPIs.
As a result, it can be said that it is not a problem to
use DAPIs in SHF-D presses, that smaller radius can be
obtained and it is a great advantage in terms of cost.

8.

9.
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